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SEOUL: North Korea welcomed a US envoy’s
visit to Seoul by firing two missiles yesterday,
the South’s military said, in Pyongyang’s second
launch in less than a week as it seeks to up the
ante in deadlocked nuclear negotiations with
Washington. It came after North Korea carried
out a military drill and fired multiple projectiles
on Saturday, when at least one was believed to
be a short-range missile.

The North had not previously fired a missile
since November 2017, shortly before a rapid
diplomatic thaw eased high tensions on the
peninsula and paved the way for a historic first
meeting between its leader Kim Jong Un and US
President Donald Trump. But their second sum-
mit in Vietnam in February broke up without an
agreement rolling back Pyongyang’s nuclear
program in exchange for sanctions relief or even
a joint statement, leaving the North frustrated by
the stalemate.

Yesterday’s launch came hours after the US
Special Representative on North Korea, Stephen
Biegun, arrived in Seoul late Wednesday for
talks with South Korean officials on the allies’
approach towards Pyongyang, in his first visit
since the Hanoi summit. The North “fired what
appeared to be two short-range missiles”,
Seoul’s Joint Chiefs of Staff said in a statement,
adding they flew eastwards for 270 and 420
kilometers and the South Korean and US mili-
taries were jointly analyzing them. It earlier said
the launched appeared to originate from Sino-
ri in North Pyongan province, 75 kilometers
northwest of Pyongyang. 

One of the North’s longest-running opera-
tional missile bases is in the area, which the Cen-
tre for Strategic & International Studies says
houses a regiment-sized unit equipped with
Nodong-1 medium-range ballistic missiles.
Biegun met his South Korean counterpart Lee
Do-hoon for breakfast on yesterday but much
of his schedule was not made public. The US

envoy is due to meet the South’s foreign and uni-
fication ministers Friday as the security allies-
Washington stations 28,500 troops in the South
to defend it from its neighbor-work on their ap-
proach towards Pyongyang. 

With yesterday’s launch, said Hong Min, a
senior researcher at the state-run Korea Insti-
tute for National Unification, “North Korea is
sending a clear message that it will not be satis-
fied with humanitarian aid” being considered by
Seoul. “It is saying, ‘We want security guaran-
tees in return for the denuclearization process’,”
he added. “Kim could have felt he needed to
show a strong military posture to ease com-
plaints following a joint South-US military drill
last month.”

‘Stop nonsense’
Pyongyang, Seoul and Washington had all re-

frained from explicitly calling Saturday’s launch
a missile-the South used the term “projectile”-
which could jeopardize the ongoing diplomacy
by violating UN Security Council resolutions as
well as Kim’s announcement of an end to long-
range missile tests. But experts said at least one
short-range missile was involved, with a report
on the respected 38 North website suggesting
that it was a “direct import” of a Russian-pro-
duced Iskander.

“The debris generated by the launch in
North Korea is a virtual match of a launch of
Iskander conducted by Russia,” it said. If North
Korea imported Iskanders from Russia, the re-
port added, “it has an existing capacity to de-
liver warheads to targets in South Korea with
great precision”. Pyongyang insisted earlier
yesterday that Saturday’s “routine drill” was
conducted within its own waters and added the
“flying objects” did not pose any threat to the
US, South Korea and Japan. “The firing of the
intermediate- and long-range missile and the
ICBM was not involved in it,” a spokesman for

the North’s delegation for military talks with
the South said in a statement carried by the of-
ficial Korean Central News Agency. He con-
demned Seoul’s criticism of that launch, with
KCNA’s headline reading: “S. Korean military
authorities urged to stop nonsense”

Visits fall 
A summit between South Korean President

Moon Jae-in and the North’s Kim a year ago was
instrumental in lowering the temperature, but
since Hanoi the North has blamed Seoul for sid-
ing with Washington, leaving inter-Korean rela-
tions in limbo. The number of South Koreans
visiting the North has slumped this year, figures
showed. All civilian communication between the

two countries-which remain technically in con-
flict after the 1950-53 Korean War ended with
an armistice instead of a peace treaty-is banned
and South Koreans need government approvals
to travel north.

So far this year only 617 have been granted
permission, the unification ministry said, little
more than the monthly average during 2018,
when a total of 6,689 Southern citizens went
North to attend government meetings, sports
games, cultural and reunions for families sepa-
rated since the war. “Due to domestic and for-
eign political events since the US-North Korea
summit in Hanoi, it has decreased somewhat
since last year,” the ministry said in a state-
ment.—AFP

North Korea fires missiles 
as US envoy visits Seoul

Pyongyang defends tests as routine drill

SEOUL:  People watch a television news program showing file footage of North Koreaís projectile
weapons, at a railway station in Seoul.—AFP

TOKYO: The US Navy has ended operations
assisting Japan’s search for a stealth fighter jet
that crashed in the Pacific, after some of its de-
bris was recovered. “A US Navy salvage team
aboard a contracted vessel completed its mis-
sion supporting search and recovery operations
with the Japan Self-Defense Forces,” the US 7th
Fleet said in a statement on Wednesday.

Japan will continue searching for the remains
of the plane, a defense spokesman said. Some
debris has already been recovered from the
high-tech F-35A that plummeted into the sea off
the coast of northeastern Japan on April 9. But
the “all-important” memory that could offer
clues into the accidents has not been recovered,
and the jet’s pilot has also not been found.

Experts say Japan and the US are keen to
prevent debris from the plane being recovered

by Russia or China, with Japan’s Defense Minis-
ter Takeshi Iwaya admitting last month there
were “a significant amount of secrets that need
to be protected” on board. The fighter jet went
missing on April 9 while flying 135 kilometers (85
miles) east of Misawa, northeastern Japan, on a
training mission.

The plane lost contact about 30 minutes after
taking off from Misawa Air Base with three other
aircraft. It was the first reported case of a crash
by an F35-A, according to Japan’s Air Self-De-
fense Force. Japan is deploying F35-As, each of
which costs more than 10 billion yen ($90 mil-
lion), to replace its ageing F-4 fighters. They are
a key part of Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s efforts
to upgrade the nation’s military capacity to meet
changing power dynamics in East Asia, with
China rapidly modernizing its military.—AFP
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MANILA: Philippine President Rodrigo
Duterte’s unpredictable speeches frequently
contain bombshell pronouncements, but the
surprise this time came in the form of a cock-
roach ambling along the leader’s shoulder. The
bug popped up on Duterte as he was extolling
the virtues of the candidates he has endorsed
in next week’s midterm polls at a campaign
rally late Wednesday.

An aide tried and failed to scrape the crit-
ter away with some papers, but Duterte
brushed it aside as the government broadcast
cut to a smiling but bemused audience in the
central city of Bohol. Duterte, who was near-
ing the end of his roughly 90-minute address,

joked that the insect belongs to the opposi-
tion party. The leader’s critics quickly took to
Twitter to mock his close encounter with the
roach, which is more frequently seen scurry-
ing over refuse. 

“The cockroach must have realized that
Duterte is the trashiest trash it has ever seen,”
wrote @andy_crush. “And I never thought I
would say this but GOOD JOB EXPOSING
THAT TRASH, DEAR COCKROACH,”
@keeyaaraaa posted. Duterte is on the cam-
paign trail to rally support for his candidates
in next week’s midterm polls, in which some
18,000 seats ranging from local councils to the
upper house Senate are up for grabs.—AFP
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